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1. The Setting The town of Malmö Although the course was organised by the In-service Training Department of Uppsala University, it took place in Malmö with good reason: Swedish organisers thought that a course entitled "Multiculture, Plurilingualism and Democracy" should be held in a place where the ideas are entwined in everyday life and are shown in every aspect of existence, e.g. in school life and The old Malmö townhall education, which were the major topics of our examination. As Kerstin Larsson, Head of Centre of Multicultural Education in Sweden pointed out in her lecture, Malmö is a town where more than 150 different countries are represented. Therefore multiculture, plurilingualism and democracy mean that there are enormous challenges not only for town and school leaders, The new Malmö but also for the inhabitants themselves. New Swedes, as they townhall in the dark are called using an inventive coinage, form an integral part of when the Advent calendar, made of the town and that of modern Swedish society. children’s drawings, are During our visit we saw this integration firsthand. illuminated



2. Main lessons learned / experiences aquired A. Malmö experience in present practice, needs and aspirations As far as my professional line is concerned, my situation is quite exceptional as my major attention is focussed on the two ‘far ends’ of education, i.e. pre-school education and teacher training. Due to our organisers’ meticulous selection process, I managed to visit two schools where pre-school teaching is a part of education. (What was novel to me is that in my country pre-schools are not considered a part of the social education system.) I also found out that pre-schools are further divided into sections of 1-5-year-olds and 6-year-olds, where the latter serves as a ‘bridge’ between pre-school and compulsory school. As a language teacher and a teacher trainer, I was especially curious to get information about language acquisition in preschools. Foreign language teaching starts in the 3rd grade of compulsory schools in Sweden. While children do not officially study foreign languages before this time, I was told that almost all children had certain command of English before being ‘officially’ taught at school. Perhaps it is due to our globalised world, where pop music and computer use is mainly in English.



Where are you from?



1,2,3… – numbers in different languages
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Another crucial factor is that films on TV are not dubbed, only subtitled. “Children simply pick up English somehow”, teachers said. On the other hand, both schools visited (Möllevångsskolan and Nya Stenkulaskolan) were much more involved in teaching Swedish than any other foreign language. SWEDISH, as in most cases, is not the mother tongue of the children who come Christina, leader of from all different parts of Europe and the world over. I was Möllevångsskolan pre-school, impressed to see maps and flags, thereby making is telling us the tale of schoolchildren aware of their different origins, and already at the two oxen with the help of TPR the pre-school level. As a major method, TPR (total physical response) is used in Swedish language acquisition. A method which needs lots of equipment - and creativity! Apart from this, mother tongue teaching is a key issue in Malmö pre-schools. Both pre-schools I toured managed to cope with the problem of mother tongue teaching by employing teachers who spoke the children’s native language. Some of Black doll in the pram them work as full-time teachers in one school; others go around Malmö satisfying the multicultural demands. For instance, I met a Hungarian colleague who goes to 16 (!) different parts of the city a week to teach the Hungarian language to New Swedes / Old Hungarians. I saw that children need instruction not only in their mother tongue, but that their mother tongue was necessary in getting them to understand other topics as well, such as mathematics and geography. Serbian session with a Apart from foreign language teaching I was fascinated by the mother tongue teacher atmosphere at schools: how children of different places of origin can live together under the umbrella called the Swedish education system.



Waiting for Christmas in Malmö Expectations - mostly fulfilled Exchanging friendly e-mails with the Swedish organisers, Annika Nittmar and Metta Fegraeus, reading the carefully compiled programme of the course, solving my problem of my accommodations, reading books about Sweden, surfing on the net at nights, talking to my colleagues who have already been there, all of these things helped heighten my expectations. As my overall picture was so positive (and still is), I must The brand new Teacher remind myself of my professional expectations, which I held in Training College by the sea my mind before travelling to Malmö in December. 4



Plans BEFORE • to network with colleagues and make context for the future



Evaluation AFTER



Notes



partially fulfilled



• Although I really missed an official visit to Malmö’s modern Teacher Training College, I was encouraged to get in touch with the staff (our college has a connection with Copenhagen and Oslo University).



• The leader of Möllevångsskolan pre-school was also very helpful and provided me with abundant materials about Swedish preschools.



Teacher Training College



• to get acquainted with foreign language policies



√



• to get a deeper insight into intercultural teaching as practised by "old" and "new" EU members



√



• to share, compare and learn the best practices in language teaching in the EU, e.g. projects within schools, partnerships among EU countries, international co-operation by international communities



fulfilled to a certain extent



• to adopt methods in my own environment to achieve our plan, i.e. English language acquisition in the kindergarten



√



Art can be a useful tool even in foreign language acquisition



• As the emphasis of the course was not actually foreign language teaching, I was really satisfied with the information Carin Söderberg gave us in her lecture. • Due to the fact that the course took place in Sweden, I got an insight into intercultural/ Swedish multicultural teaching, which I found impressive. • The most informative lecture on this topic was Dr. Gabriela Matei’s account of the European Centre for Modern Languages in Graz. • Unfortunately, there was too little time to introduce participants’ own countries’ education system. As my expectations were in connection with foreign language (mostly English) teaching in pre-school, my expectations could not be fulfilled, yet • I am grateful to Christina, the psychologist and leader of Möllevångsskolan preschool, who drew my attention to TPR again! Additionally, in both preschools, teachers showed me props, equipment and activities which I am sure could be useful in my environment, too.
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Additional benefits gained from discussions In a seminar where 20 European countries are represented by 27 participants, informal discussions cannot be neglected either. It was good to see how participants absorbed information and were involved in the activities, thus intense discussions were going on outside the lecture hall and schools as well. I was especially curious to know about the state of the schools Pre-school visit in the new EU members. My colleagues from Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Latvia and Poland readily shared their ideas about the present situation in their countries. I concluded that we struggle with similar problems but some optimistic remarks convinced me about remarkable improvements underway e.g. in language teaching. Examples of personal and professional discussions are too numerous to mention, but if I have to cite the most effective and tangible benefits from our conversations, I would mention The group at work Yanka Totseva’s (Bulgaria) promised help with pre-school education – their teacher training college already has experience in foreign language acquisition in pre-schools; we in Hungary ought to establish bilateral relations. George Camilleri (Malta) proved to be an expert in bilingual education, and he has already supplied me with a useful biography on the subject. It was exciting to hear about his book, Realms of Fantasy: Folk Tales from Gozo, which was Last day: group reports translated into Hungarian, too. on the school visits Franco Palermo (Italy), Eduard Ishakov (Russia) and Christos Hadjiathanasiou (Cyprus) drew my attention to different teacher training programmes, from which language teachers could especially benefit. Since in our college we also train social educators, it was nice to learn from Željko Rački about the employment of school psychologists in Croatia. I also hope that I managed to give information to those who were interested in Hungary, as well as sharing my experiences With the “Mediterranean section” upon different language teaching projects I know. (photo by George (Special thanks to Franco and Emanuela, who tolerated my Camilleri) halting Italian!)



B. About the Council of Europe As an MA student of European Studies I heard and read a great deal about the Council of Europe in the last two years. So, it was high time I got acquainted with its work in practice! From the very beginning of the course a great stress was laid on the fact that it was organised under the auspices of the Council of Europe. I am convinced that it is useful to spread information about this organisation, because for a lot of people it is difficult to differentiate it from the Council of the European Union, or the



Logo of the Council of Europe (from:www.coe.int)
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differentiate it from the Council of the European Union, or the European Council. Besides the informative brochures we received, it was important for me to get to know about the existing programmes that are related to language learning and teaching. As already mentioned, Dr. Gabriela Matei introduced the ECML-projects to us. She also presented us with two useful volumes : • Mirrors and Windows – An Intercultural Communication Textbook (by M.Huber-Krieger, I. Lázár and J. Strange) and • Incorporating Intercultural Communicative Competence in Language Teacher Education (by Ildikó Lázár). I have already found useful materials in them for my work and research. It was nice to learn that one of the books of the project was written by the Maltese participant of our course: • Learner Autonomy-TheTeachers' View (by George Camilleri)



A highly professional lecturer - Dr. Gabriela Matei



On the basis of this programme and the information I gathered together during recent years, I firmly believe that it is extremely useful and forward-looking to involve in the projects of the Council of Europe as many participants from the member Mirrors and Windows – states as possible. It is good to see that the Council not only an ECML-publication proposes theories, but also puts its theories into practice. C. Integrating the European dimension in my lessons Following the Bologna process, Hungary is undergoing radical changes in its education system: introducing two-level final examinations in secondary schools; BA and MA degrees in higher education. Therefore, teachers are eager to get an insight into the European practice of education. What I saw and heard in Malmö I hope to soon make part of my everyday work. For instance, there is an increasing number of immigrants in Hungary, too. In Malmö I was shown lots of good examples on how ‘New Swedes’ are treated. Besides openness, new rules of coexistence must be formulated. Map of Sweden The method I saw with handicapped children in Sweden also provides an excellent example for Hungary. I was deeply impressed when I saw that every child with a wheelchair had his or her own teacher who helped them during the day while parents worked. Another striking but ingenious example was the placing of tennis balls on the legs of chairs so that noise would not disturb the microphone used by the children with hearing disabilities. It A small trick: tennis balls decrease noise might be beneficial to focus attention on these seemingly insignificant matters as we train our social educator students; “What seems insignificant when you have it, is important when you need it” (Franz Grillparzer).
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I would not state that the massage bench for teachers (!), plus a masseur once a month, from Nya Stenkulaskolan school could be easily implemented in our school, but it was nice to see how the teachers’ well-being is considered! Intercultural education is not a new phenomenon in my career, yet it is always useful to discover new ideas and methods in Relief for tired teachers: the envied bench this area, too. Regardless of the fact that today it seems to be but a dream, I would be very glad to see a lot of people in Hungary speaking a foreign language as fluently as they do in Sweden. Last but not least, I would like to pass on to my students the confidence of maintaining their own national identity while developing a European identity in their personal and Map of the world – professional lives. already in the pre-school



3. Sharing of experience after the course I have already given an account of my visit to my colleagues both in our college as well as other institutions. Unfortunately, I have not met with my students in the classroom, as they are having their exam period till the beginning of February. I am planning further dissemination to students and teachers at the following conferences: • European Day of Languages– a Power Point presentation, West Hungarian University, Faculty of Pedagogy (April 2006) • Macmillan conference (April 2006) I will also propose to present my conclusions to the Tempus Foundation, our national office of European programmes, to arouse colleagues' interests in study tours.



Vivat Academia –the monthly periodical of our university (photo from:www.nyme.hu)



I am also going to publish articles in the following periodicals: • MELTing Pot (ELT magazine in Hungary) • Vivat Academia (the periodical of West Hungarian University) Thanks to an enthusiastic colleague from the Malmö group, Dominique Paris from France, a web site is also being dedicated to our experiences in Sweden. We are sending her A great task: to pass all our reports and photos to be put up on the Internet. these forward to our students (photo from: www.bepf.hu)
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4. Summary It was a great pleasure to take part in the course where we were so warmly welcomed not only by the staff of Uppsala University, but also by the municipality and the schools of Malmö. We went to Sweden at a special time of the year, before Christmas. The day of Saint Lucia was celebrated at S:t Petri School, where we admired the performance of the school choir. St. Lucia celebration at S:t Petri School We were also invited for Christmas cake (pepperkoker) and coffee and we had a friendly chat with the Swedish colleagues. Although we did not have too much spare time, Anna Herbert (one of the participants from Sweden) kindly showed us Malmö after a brief but informative talk about Swedish history. I was also satisfied with the accommodation and am very grateful to the organisers who managed to arrange for me two The library of our hotel, extra nights. Konserthuset Taking everything into consideration it was a most useful experience both from a personal and professional point of view. I am sure that every participant found something useful for his or her own teaching environment and will come to see certain concepts, e.g. tolerance, openness and democracy, in a different way after the study tour in Malmö. Final dinner with a Double Quartet



Goodbye, Malmö!
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